
 

 
 

OTTAWA CONFERENCE & EVENT CENTRE  
200 COVENTRY ROAD, OTTAWA, ON 

APRIL 23-25, 2019 
 

PROGRAM 
 

Tuesday, April 23, 2019 

09:00-16:00 CIMarE National Council Meeting & Luncheon (Room 206) 
 

10:00-17:00 Exhibitor Set-up (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 

12:00-16:30 Registration Opens (Atrium) 
 

13:00-17:00 National Marine Procurement Outlook / G2B Consultations (April 24-25) 
 The National Marine Procurement Outlook and the G2B Consultations are all part of PSPC’s 

determination to reach out in a meaningful way to the marine business community by 
providing a forecast of federal fleet requirements in the realm of Small Vessel Construction 
and Repair, and Refit and Maintenance; two key components of the National Shipbuilding 
Strategy (NSS).  

 

 Carried out for the first time in conjunction with Mari-Tech 2017 and again in 2018, MSSVS, 
with the support from our client departments (Department of National Defence - DND, Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police - RCMP, Canadian Coast Guard - CCG) as well as Innovation, Science 
and Economic Development - ISED and Transport Canada, coordinated the conduct of these 
national procurement outlooks for federal fleet requirements. 

 

 PSPC, with support from our clients (DND, RCMP, CCG, as well as from Transport Canada), will 
once again lead the National Marine Procurement Outlook, providing industry with a three-
year forecast of federal government marine requirements.  The presentation will also include 
an update on initiatives and pilot projects that resulted from the series of four regional 
workshops held in 2017/18 across Canada.  

  

13:00 - 13:05 Introduction and Logistics 
13:05 - 13:30 Marine Industry Advisory Council Outcomes 
13:30 - 14:10 Innovation, Programs & RDAs 
14:10 - 14:25 Ocean Protection Plan 
14:25 - 14:45 RCMP Outlook 
14:45 - 15:00  Health Break  
15:00 - 15:25 CCG and DFO Outlook 
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15:25 - 15:55  DND Outlook 
15:55 - 16:50  Panel - Questions & Answers 
16:50 Closing Remarks 

 

 This event is free of charge to attend, but registration is required.  
 

 G2B Consultations:  One-on-one (G2B) consultations are available during Mari-Tech on 
April 24-25.  Reserve your spot by clicking on the following links: 

 

 Transport Canada 

 RCMP 

 DND 

 DFO-CCG 
 

14:30-13:30 “Ahoy Matey” Welcome Coffee (Atrium) 

17:30-20:00 Opening Reception in Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 Sponsored by: 

                                           
 
  
Wednesday, April 24, 2019 

07:00-16:30  Registration Opens (Atrium) 
 
07:30-08:25 Breakfast in the Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 Sponsored by:  

     
 

08:30-09:00 Opening General Session:  Welcoming Remarks by the Conference Chairs (Room 118 A) 
 Glenn Walters, Global Membership Committee Chair, Society of Naval Architects and 

Marine Engineers (SNAME)  

 Jeffrey J. Smith, Canadian Institute of Marine Engineering (CIMarE), Ottawa Branch 
  

09:00-09:30 Opening Keynote Presentation:  Entrepreneurship – Experiences in Rapidly Creating a 
World Class Capability 

 Presenter:  Karl Kenny, President and Chief Executive Officer; Kraken Robotic Systems 
Inc. 

 

9:30-9:35 a.m. Mari-Tech 2019 Speaker Gift Presentation:  Dominis Engineering Ltd.:  Pearse Flynn, 
Junior Naval Architect, Canadian Coast Guard 

 Sponsored by: 

                                                                                     
 

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/federal-marine-procurement-outlook-session-seance-sur-les-perspectives-dapprovisionnement-maritime-tickets-59194452200
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/transport-canadatransports-canada-g2b-opportunitiesopportunites-de-rencontres-gouvernement-tickets-59190936685
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/rcmpgrc-g2b-opportunitiesopportunites-de-rencontres-gouvernement-tickets-59187632803
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/dndmdn-g2b-opportunitiesopportunites-de-rencontres-gouvernement-tickets-59177969901
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/dfoccgmpogcc-g2b-opportunitiesopportunites-de-rencontres-gouvernement-tickets-59190108207
https://www.verreaultnavigation.com/
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09:35-09:45 CIMarE Medal of Excellence  
The Canadian Institute of Marine Engineering's Medal of Excellence recognizes an individual’s 
outstanding contribution to marine engineering in Canada, including technical innovation, sea-
going service, substantial leadership in the industry or the teaching of marine engineering.  The 
Medal is the hallmark of achievement in Canada’s marine engineering profession.   
 

Award of the Medal is made annually by the National Council on the basis of nominations from 
Institute members and others in Canada’s marine engineering sector.  All persons who may 
have made a meritorious, substantial and lasting contribution to marine engineering in Canada 
by the operation of vessels at sea, the management and work of marine transportation 
enterprises and shipyards, the design of vessels, the promotion of safety of life at sea, 
government regulation, or the pursuit of excellence in the marine engineering field are eligible 
for the award.  The Medal is distinct from recognition within the Institute, including Honorary 
Life Membership and appointment as a Fellow of the Institute. 

 

09:50-10:30 Refreshment Break in Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 Sponsored by: 

                                        
10:35-12:10  Plenary Presentatons:  (Room 118 A) 

i.  Canada’s Domestic Fleet and the Canadian Economy: Successes and Challenges 
(45 minutes) 

 The Chamber of Marine Commerce (CMC) will introduce key points from the recent study 
on the "Economic Impacts of Maritime Shipping in the Great Lakes St Lawrence Seaway" 
(July 2018) followed by a summary of the successes and challenges that the domestic fleet 
is experiencing.  This includes both economic and regulatory areas.  As with the 
Royal Canadian Navy and Canadian Coast Guard, domestic shipping operators face 
challenges with people understanding their critical role and contribution to Canada’s 
economy. With its members having invested over $2 billion in new and upgraded ships, 
CMC will also cover the progress made with introducing new vessels into their fleets, 
including LNG-fueled ones.  

 Moderator:  Glenn Walters, Global Membership Committee, Society of Naval Architects 
and Marine Engineers 

 Presenters: 
 Bruce Burrows, President, Chamber of Marine Commerce 

 Paul Topping, Director, Regulatory and Environmental Affairs, Chamber of Marine 
Commerce 
 

ii. Innovation in Training: The AOPS Virtual Reality Solution (45 minutes) 
MAN Energy Solutions Canada has been contracted to provide a Virtual Engine Trainer to 
evaluate and develop confidence for the sailors of the Navy’s new AOPS vessels.  The 
Virtual Trainer (first of its kind) will use the simulation of the actual engines fitted in the 
ships to drive a Virtual Reality emulation.  MAN has engaged two Canadian companies as 
partners in this development: GasTops and Modest Tree.  The Trainer itself replaces the age 
old approach of “Bricks and Mortar” – a direction that the Navy is moving away from 
because of costs of procurement, installation and most importantly ongoing maintenance.  
The Virtual environment is REAL, and it is today and tomorrow.  Driven by advances in the 
gaming industry, and proven experience in the medical training environment, MAN is 
leveraging tomorrow’s technology.  The engines will be placed in the actual 3D space of the 

http://www.cimare.org/
http://www.marinedelivers.com/
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ship – enabling the sailors to enter into a computer generated environment that looks and 
sounds as it would on the ship.  Sailors will be able to start and stop the engine, operate the 
engine and respond to 20 predefined faults – initiated by an external instructor.  In addition, 
sailors will be able to work with others to form maintenance teams in the undertaking.  
What this technology lacks in the aspects of realism associated with weight and force is 
more than made up with enabling a sailor to enter into the engine sump and experience the 
engine from the inside observing all the moving parts.  This solution is only limited by our 
own lack of creativity.  The presentation will cover: the development and design; the brain 
and realism; the limitations and overcoming them; research on competency development; 
and the vision and the future.  

Moderator:  Craig Tulk, Deputy Detail Design Manager JSS, Alion Canada 

Presenter:  Rob Gair, Head of Government and Digital Services, MAN Energy Solutions 
Canada 
 

10:35-11:20 Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i. A proposed framework for developing an Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) for 

Warships (Theatre Hall 110) 
 Although the topic of an EEDI for warships has been discussed at some length it has not 

been taken forward for a variety of reasons.  This paper proposes an approach and 
framework for an EEDI for warships which allows for flexibility both in the area of ship 
design and in the ship’s operational profile.  A case study applying the framework to a 
warship using a Monte Carlo analysis will be used to validate the approach. 

 Moderator:  Russell Peters, General Manager, Alion Canada  
 Presenters: 

 Cody Lyster, Principal Design Engineer, Babcock  
 Professor Rachel Pawling, University College London (UCL)   

 

ii. Supporting the Canadian Navy In-Service – a Reflection on the Halifax Class Mid-
Life Refit and Life Extension Project (Theatre Hall 201) 

 The Halifax-Class Modernization/Frigate Life Extension (HCM/FELEX) project included both 
the modernization of the combat systems suite and a mid-life refit program to ensure the 
frigate fleet remained effective throughout its service life. For this, Fleetway was 
responsible to the Department of National Defence (DND) for all design integration and 
design change specifications for the Mid-Life Modernization and Refits of the twelve 
HALIFAX Class frigates.  Part of Fleetway’s involvement included developing Engineering 
Change (EC) specifications for the Combat Systems Integrator and providing cable 
management services to DND for all associated cable removals and installations.  Starting 
less than two years before the first ship entered the shipyard, Fleetway was seriously under 
the gun to complete the 18 ECs needed for the combat systems upgrades. In parallel with 
the Halifax-Class Modernization/Frigate Life Extension (HCM/FELEX) project Fleetway under 
contract to General Dynamics Canada developed a total of nine Engineering Changes to 
integrate systems including Helicopter Power, Mission Preparedness, Fueling, Technical 
information, ANVIS Lighting, Hangar Equipment Modification and Hangar Craneage to 
support the introduction of the Sikorsky MH-92 helicopter. 
Takeaways: 
 Highlight the technical challenges faced during MLR/FELEX, how they were addressed 

contributing to overall project success 
 Focus on the integrated team work, Subject matter expertise and tools leveraged to 

provide solutions throughout the DWP and refits 
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 The advantages with unique marriage of skills (civilians with high tech skills paired with 
ex-navy with hands-on marine system tech experience) 

 The importance of a positive relationship between the engineering design teams and the 
shipyard production teams 

 Moderator:  Srinivas Viswanathan, Engineering Manager, Ottawa, Alion Canada 

Presenter:  Mark Soper, Senior Manager, In-Service Support Contract, Fleetway Inc. 
 

11:25-12:10 Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i. Eyes wide shut: Fatigue and the marine industry (Theatre Hall 110) 

Although Canada’s transportation system is considered one of the world’s safest, that 
doesn’t make it problem-free. Accidents still happen, and investigations by the 
Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) continue to highlight serious underlying risk 
factors that are all too common. 
 

Last fall, the TSB released WATCHLIST 2018, identifying the seven issues that must be 
addressed to make our air, marine, and rail transportation systems even safer. One of these 
issues, fatigue management, has been identified as a key factor in several recent marine 
safety investigations.  
 

Using findings from recent high-profile investigations, TSB Member Paul Dittmann will 
discuss how and why the issue has become so pervasive in the industry. He will also outline 
what needs to be done to reduce the risks involved, and why the issue goes beyond just 
mariners to affect Canada’s transportation system as a whole. 

 Moderator:  Abigail Fyfe, Project Officer, Transport Canada 
 Presenter:  Paul Dittmann, Member, Transportation Safety Board of Canada 
 

ii. Standardizing Electrical Analysis for Vessel Life Extension and Modernization 
(Theatre Hall 201) 

 Vessel owners around the world are extending the service life of the vessels in their fleets. 
There is currently no formal process for undertaking a service life extension program. This 
presentation describes a standard approach, used by BMT, to undertake an electrical 
analysis to support a life extension and modernization program. 

 Moderator:  Srinivas Viswanathan, Engineering Manager, Ottawa, Alion Canada 

Presenters: 
 Graeme Thompson, Intermediate Electrical Engineer, BMT Canada 

 Mark Butler, Electrical Engineer, BMT Canada     
 

12:15-13:30 Lunch in the Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 Annual General Meeting of CIMarE Members (Theatre Room 201) 
   

13:35-14:35  i. Plenary Panel:  Innovation & Collaboration – Buzzwords or Revolution? 
  (Room 118 A) 

We’re hearing these two words more each day. What do they really mean and what is 
expected? We’ve all seen exceptional companies moving ahead with the latest technologies 
and the Internet of Things, but are “normal” businesses innovating? Are “normal” 
businesses collaborating and where? Can there be collaboration and innovation amongst 
competitors? If we choose to accept this mission, how do we begin and what is the starting 
point? Or should we go it alone? What is the goal? And why even bother? 
 

This panel will share some stories and thoughts on these questions to help us see if this is 
simply the flavour of the day, or if this is the new way of the world, and if we so choose, 
how to proceed down the “Innovate and Collaborate” path. 
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 Moderator:  Leonard Pecore, Chair of the Board, Genoa Design International Ltd. 

 Panellists: 
 Susan Hunt, Chief Technology Officer, Canada’s Ocean Supercluster 

 David Shea, Vice-President of Engineering, Kraken Robotics Inc.  

 Darcy Byrtus, President, BMT Canada Ltd. 
 

ii. Concurrent Technical Session:  Collaborating for Quality in Support of NSS:  How 
the new CSA W47.1M Marine Annex Supports Welding Quality (Theatre Hall 110) 
Brought to you by the Canadian Welding Bureau, Canada’s certification body for welding, in 
support of their commitment to the success of the National Shipbuilding Strategy:  Learn 
about how the current complications of dual certification requirements for welding in the 
shipyards will be addressed by the new Marine annex, W47.1M, the specifics of how 
W47.1M meets or exceeds all class requirements and how, with acceptance of W47.1M by 
the class societies, shipyards will maintain adherence to the high Canadian standards while 
improving quality, productivity and costs.  An overview on the planned transition and 
implementation activities underway with all stakeholders will be shared for comment. 

Moderator:  Aaron Dinovitzer, Vice-President, Capability & Strategy, BMT Canada Ltd. 

Presenters: 
 Michelle Stanford, Senior Vice President, Canadian Welding Bureau 

 Cristian Zanfir, Senior Manager, Standards, Canadian Welding Bureau 
 

14:40-15:25  Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i. System Identification of Submarine Motion Dynamics (Room 118 A) 

Computer simulation models play a vital role in the assessment of a ship’s autopilot design. 
The equations that describe the ship motion dynamics contain a large number of 
hydrodynamic coefficients that must be calculated as accurately as possible to justify the 
use of a simulation model and its relevance to predicting the ship’s manoeuvring 
characteristics. The hydrodynamic coefficients can be calculated by using theoretical 
methods or by carrying out experiments on the actual ship or on a scaled model of the ship. 
System Identification (SI) is an experiment-based approach and in this paper the authors 
present an algorithm that can estimate the coefficients with great accuracy. These 
coefficients can classically be obtained in a towing tank using a captive model. Generally, 
this approach is costly and entails expensive trials programs, and SI methods have been 
developed in an effort to obviate some of those problems and limitations. They typically 
process ship manoeuvring data obtained from a free-running scaled model or from full-
scale trials.  
 

While similar to a surface ship, the motion dynamics of a submarine introduce additional 
challenges for SI methods. This is because the submarine manoeuvres in “three 
dimensions”, which adds complexity and more hydrodynamic coefficients to the equations. 
The standard submarine simulation model, also referred to as the Gertler and Hagen 
equations, incorporates over 120 coefficients. To calculate these coefficients, the SI 
algorithm uses a Square-Root Unscented Kalman filter (SR-UKF). One of its appealing 
features is that it calculates all the coefficients by processing data from a single submarine 
manoeuvre that has a repeating sinusoidal pattern in both depth and course. 

Moderator:  LCdr. Ben Thomson, Acting Submarine Platform Systems Manager, DGMEPM, 
National Defence 
Presenter:  Dr. Francois Belanger, L3 MAPPS 
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ii. How to Increase Success Rate in Defence Projects by using Artificial Intelligence 
and Big Data Analysis (Theatre Hall 110) 

 More than 60% of procurement defence projects fail in terms of scope, budget or time.  
What causes defence projects to succeed or fail?  Can we manage defence projects better if 
we know more about the factors that affect project success?  How can Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) and Big Data assist project managers and be a game changer in the management of 
defence projects?  This session addresses key issues about how to use AI and Big Data 
analysis to manage factors that lead defence projects to succeed or fail.   

 Moderator:  Ray Jonkers, Senior Engineer, Naval Engineering Test Establishment 

Presenter:  Omer Livvarcin, Chief Executive Officer, Vectors Group 
 

iii. Next Generation of Marine Engineers - Student Presentations (Theatre Hall 201) 

 École de technologie supérieure (ETS) Human Powered Submarine 
 This session will provide an overview of University ETS, the ETS HPS Club, and highlight the 

challenges the team confronted and the technical solutions that were employed to build 
the latest prototype, Omer 11. 

 Moderator:  Pierre-Charles Drapeau, President, InnovMarine Inc. 
 Presenter:  Rémy Rodrigue, Electrical Engineering Student, École de technologie 

supérieure (ETS) 

 L'Institut maritime du Québec Naval Architecture (IMQ) Award-Winning Design 
 The L'Institut maritime du Québec (IMQ) Naval Architecture Program, based out of 

Rimouski, Québec, requires that each student produce a design (based on a specification 
provided by the department) throughout the three years of their program. In their final 
term, students pull together this work and present it as a full ship design. These projects 
are submitted to a SNAME ECS panel of judges made up of industry experts which selects 
the best overall design and awards the IM Graduate Award - Coup de Coeur du milieu 
Maritime. 

 

 Audrey Pouliot will present the Coup de Coeur du milieu Maritime award-winning 
presentation. 

 

15:25-15:50  Refreshment Break in Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 Sponsored by: 

                                           
 

15:50-16:55  Concurrent Technical Sessions 
a.  15:50-16:05:  Canadian Marine Industries and Shipbuilding Association 

Announcement (Room 118 A) 
 The new Canadian Marine Industries and Shipbuilding Association (CMISA) is building on 

the heritage of the venerable Canadian Shipbuilding Association by picking up where the 
latter left off and going much further. CMISA aims to represent the entire marine industry 
across Canada. Companies that produce everything from parts to software, from ship 
design to raw materials - ultimately, everything that goes into building and maintaining 
ships in our country. Our goal is to provide our membership with a national voice; to 
provide innovative and useful support; and to provide a network so that our industry can be 
as successful as possible.  

 Presenters:  John Schmidt, Chairman of the Board, and Colin Cooke, President and Chief 
Executive Officer, Canadian Marine Industries and Shipbuilding Association 
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b. 16:05-16:10:  Marinizing Electrical and Computer Engineers: The UBC Marine 
Systems Initiative (Room 118 A) 

 Presenter:  Dave Michelson, Professor, UBC Electrical and Computer Engineering  
 

c. 16:10-16:55:  Innovation and Imagination: the world’s first enclosed deck onboard 
LNG bunkering solution (Room 118 A) 

 This session will cover the design process and final solution for bunkering LNG on an 
enclosed ferry vehicle deck using a truck connected to the ship on the deck.  The design 
required innovation through a full design spiral and cooperation between numerous 
stakeholders to finally arrive at a design that is demonstrably safe and effective, and meets 
the expectations of BCFerries, FortisBC, Classification societies, and Transport Canada. 

 Moderator:  Pierre Demers, Supportability and Sustainment Management Consultant, 
Pennant Canada  

 Presenters:   
 Dan Riis, Director Fleet Engineering, British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. 

 Paul Radford, Engineering Superintendent, Vessel Replacement Program, British 
Columbia Ferry Services Inc. 
 

15:50-16:35 ii. Electric. Digital. Connected. – the future platform for the shipping industry 
(Theatre Hall 110) 

 ABB Ability™ digital solutions are cost-effective ways of improving efficiency while 
complying with environmental regulations, and maximizing equipment uptime while 
reducing maintenance costs.  With decreased time to actionable results, big data can 
provide an advantage by adding a real-time view to enable onboard and onshore personnel 
to be more responsive. 

 Moderator:  Ray Jonkers, Senior Engineer, Naval Engineering Test Establishment 

Presenter:  Luis Moratalla, Digital Service Manager, ABB Inc. Marine & Ports 
 

iii. The Way Ahead: Upcoming Growth Opportunities (Theatre Hall 201) 
The session will identify in detail the current and upcoming International Maritime 
Organisation (IMO) legislation, mainly in the field of air emissions control, ballast water 
treatment as well as upcoming greenhouse gas emissions. 
 

Albion Marine Solutions, being a project management and engineering solutions provider 
based in Vancouver, will tap on our experience and present an outlook on how the 
manufacturers, suppliers and service providers can make the most of this opportunity. 

Moderator:  Bruce Cutler, President, Adaptive Marine Solutions Inc. 

Presenter:  Georgina Padilla, Digital Marketing Specialist, Albion Marine Solutions Ltd. 
 

16:00  Exhibition Hall closes for the day 
 

16:35-16:55  Program ends for the day 
 

16:00 Transportation shuttles begin to the Canadian Museum of Nature 
 

16:30–22:00 Evening Event:  Casino and Sport Extravaganza at the Canadian Museum of Nature  
 Mix and mingle at an informal evening of comradery, fun and games at the spectacular 

Canadian Museum of Nature, 240 McLeod Street, Ottawa! 
 

 Get ready to enjoy an evening of fun, food, and drinks with friends and colleagues!  Fire up 
your competitive spirit at Mari-Tech 2019’s Casino and Sport Extravaganza! There’s something 

http://www.nature.ca/en/home
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for everyone including blackjack and roulette tables, golf challenge, hockey slapshot, and much 
more!  Try your luck at out-maneuvering our astounding illusionist! 

  

 NOTE:  Make sure to purchase your ticket to attend Mari-Tech 2019’s Casino and Sport 
Extravaganza at the Canadian Museum of Nature!  Tickets must be purchased in  

 advance at a cost of $125 + HST and may be included with your conference registration 
or purchased separately online. 

 Sponsored by: 
 

                                               
 

Thursday, April 25, 2019 

07:00-13:00 Registration (Atrium) 
 

07:00-08:30 Breakfast in the Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 

08:30-09:30 i. Plenary Panel:  In-Service Support (Room 118 A) 
 This session will consider the challenges of in-service support from a variety of 

perspectives:  Coast Guard; Royal Canadian Navy; and a Classification Society view.  Some 
of the issues to be discussed include:  technology refresh and mid-life modernization; 
transition of ship classes in and out of service; excessive in-service maintenance demand; 
skilled personnel shortages and the transition of ships into Classification for the first 
time.  Life extension of ship classes has frequently been employed, particularly for naval 
assets; however, life extension also introduces new challenges to in-service support, such 
as fatigue, corrosion and further need for technology refresh and investment. 

 Moderator:  Greg Alexander, Vice-President, Medway Advisors    

 Panellists: 
 Dave Monahan, Major Surface Combatant Class Program Manager, Department of 

National Defence 

 David Lloyd, Deputy Marine Manager, Lloyd’s Register Canada Ltd. 

 Cliff Harvey, ITS Acting Director Marine Engineering, Canadian Coast Guard 
 

ii. Concurrent Technical Session:   Eastern Canada LNG Bunkering Capabilities 
 (Theatre Hall 110) 

 Since 2017, an LNG supply solution as marine fuel is available to all shipowners passing 
through the Port of Montreal and Québec.  By putting this solution in place, important 
milestones have been set for the entire maritime sector.  

 

 This LNG supply solution now allows shipowners from here and the world to comply with 
stricter regulations in terms of pollutant emissions on North American waterways and in 
emission control areas throughout the world.  The establishment by the International 
Maritime Organization of new environmental regulation commands shipowners to find new 
solution to comply.  To that effect, the use of LNG as marine fuel is recognized.  Today, LNG 
is one of the best available alternative for shipowners for its environmental advantages, but 
also for its performance and economic competitiveness.  

 

 Because of the reliability of the LNG supply chain and the flexibility of this solution, the 
development potential elsewhere in North America is promising.  

 

https://events.eply.com/Mari-Tech2019
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 In this presentation, Énergir presents its innovative bunkering solution implemented with 
port authorities, the steps undertook for its implementation, the supply chain logistics, and 
the different bunkering methods available.  It will also be the opportunity to look at the 
North American development perspectives in other ports and the current trends in LNG use 
as marine fuel.  

Moderator:  Jordan O’Reilly, Project Officer, Innovation Centre, Transport Canada 
Presenter:   Guillaume Brossard, Director, Development & LNG, Énergir 
 

09:35-10:20  Concurrent Technical Sessions  
i. OFSV: Shipbuilding innovation on Canada’s West Coast (Room 118 A) 
 This session will focus on the construction of three Offshore Fisheries Science Vessels 

(OFSV) at Seaspan Shipyards for the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) as part of the National 
Shipbuilding Strategy (NSS).  As the first large CCG ships built in a generation, these vessels 
represent a tremendous opportunity for learning that Seaspan is using to inform future 
work. 

 

 Key questions answered during the session include: What innovative engineering processes 
were developed and implemented during construction? What were the major challenges 
that were encountered and how were they overcome? How were industry best practices 
and computer simulation used to streamline the production process? What are the 
measures that Seaspan has taken to ensure a safer workplace for all employees? 

 Moderator:  Rick Houseman, Director, Naval Design Services, BMT Canada 
 Presenters:  

 Michael Hevey, Director of Transformation & Business Improvement, Seaspan Shipyards 

 Heather McDonald, Director, Offshore Fisheries Science Vessels (OFSV), Canadian Coast 
Guard 
 

ii. How Bad is Bad? Some Insight into Design Requirements and Defect Limits 
(Theatre Hall 110) 

 Not all damage or degradation needs immediate repair and this paper provides examples of 
damage tolerance assessment used in feature acceptance.  These examples demonstrate 
engineering approaches to fitness-for-purpose questions; “Is the identified imperfection 
(specification non-compliance) significant?  Can the imperfection enter or remain in 
service?  If so, are there operational or service type or duration limits required to maintain 
safety?” 

 Moderator:  Wayne Cottle, Vice-President of Quality Services, Chantier Davie Canada Inc. 
(Retired) (CIMare) 

 Presenter:  Aaron Dinovitzer, Vice-President, Capability & Strategy, BMT Canada Ltd. 
 

iii. A System Safety Approach to Managing Shipping Operations (Theatre Hall 201) 
 A method will be presented to assess functional performance of shipping operations.  This 

assessment includes consideration interrelated technical, human and organizational factors 
that can help provide insight from a system safety perspective.  Subsequent insights can be 
used to help manage safety and quality for shipping operations. Attendees should be able 
to appreciate the presented method and understand how it could be transferred to 
different applications.  Attendees should also leave with an appreciation for the safety II 
approach which is fundamental to the method presented. 

 Moderator:  Philip Kay, AJISS Life Cycle Materiel Manager & Engineering Manager, Thales 
Canada  
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 Presenter:  Doug Smith, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial University 
of Newfoundland 

  

10:25-10:55 Refreshment Break in Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 

11:00-11:45 Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i.  Firing less on all cylinders: Reducing greenhouse gas emissions in shipping  
 (Room 118 A) 

This presentation explores the latest technical and regulatory innovations to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from ships.  Achieving a 40% (or greater) reduction in GHGs in 
little more than a decade is arguably the greatest demand in history on the industry.  The 
nature of GHGs as a problem is first examined, followed by the negotiated response of 
states meeting in the International Maritime Organization before concluding lessons for 
financial, operating, legal and governance measures are discussed.   

Moderator:  David Lloyd, Americas Naval Business Manager & External Affairs, Canada 

Presenter:  Jeffrey J. Smith, McGill University 
 

ii. The Marine Electrical Power Plant: Design Philosophies and Best Practices to 
Improve Safety and Reliability (Theatre Hall 110) 

 The safety and reliability of a vessel’s electrical power plant plays a crucial role in avoiding 
maritime accidents.  Design philosophies that eliminate single points of failure will be 
discussed.  Attendees will gain practical knowledge and develop a toolset for assessing 
electrical plant reliability and preventing vessel blackouts. 

 Moderator:  Wayne Cottle, Vice-President of Quality Services, Chantier Davie Canada Inc. 
(Retired) (CIMare) 

 Presenters:   
 Donald MacNearney, Canal Marine and Industrial Inc. 

 Chris Wright, Lead Engineer, Canal Marine and Industrial Inc. 
 

iii. Assessment of Conventional Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) versus Cold Wire 
and Double Cold Wire Gas Metal Arc Joints (Theatre Hall 201) 

 A combination of mechanical tests including hardness maps and transverse tensile 
measured using digital image correlation (DIC) were used to evaluate joints.  The results 
indicate that welds fabricated using double cold wire GMAW have higher fraction of 
acicular ferrite which improves the joint strength. 

 Moderator:  Michelle Stanford, Senior Vice-President, Industry Services, CWB Group 

Presenter:  Rafael De Araújo Ribeiro, University of Waterloo 
 

11:45-12:45  Lunch in the Exhibition Hall (Main Ballroom 106; Room 118 D) 
 

12:45-13.15 Exhibition Hall Open to the Public 
 

12:50-13:35 Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i. Continuing Service – Linking Practical Life Extensions to Optimized Outcomes 

Today (Room 118 A) 
  The presentation focus will be on the undeniable reality that assets naturally degrade 

through their services live both materially and functionally but, with the right approach, 
rooted by a combination of risk management, analytical tools, and Subject Matter Expertise 
– an organization can take control of the availability outcomes across the asset’s life.  This 
iterative approach helps define an asset’s greatest functional risk(s) (including through Life 
Extensions) so that mitigation plans can be developed and implemented ahead of impact. It 
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is acknowledged that the resources required to study and manage life extension risks can 
be overwhelming when viewed against delivering availability outcomes today; hence 
Babcock’s approach empowers operators with the decision quality information needed to 
optimize outputs today and through the degradation journey in a single toolset.  This 
pragmatic approach focusses on identifying outliers, addressing them, and then 
continuously testing the underlying assumptions to re-focus resources as necessary. 

 Moderator:  Guy Holmwood-Bramwell, Shock/Mechanical Engineer, Babcock Canada  

 Presenters:   
 Richard Summers, Program Manager, In-service, Babcock  

 Randy Turner, Supportability Engineer, Babcock  
 

ii.  A human-centered prototype design for next generation on-board incident 
response system (Theatre Hall 110) 

 To mitigate the consequence of marine accidents, computerized incident response systems 
are developed from simple paper board of deck plans and symbols.  From this reason, this 
presentation will explore human-centered decision making support tools that have been 
identified and developed in a form of prototype on the basis of real accident data.  

 Moderator:  Alan Lenarduzzi, Marine Engineering Consultant, SeaTyme Marine Presenter:  
Hee Jin Kang, Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering 

 

iii. Quieting Ships to Protect the Marine Environment (Theatre Hall 201) 
 Underwater radiated noise (URN) from vessels may have short and long termed effects on 

marine mammals. In Canada, there are 3 populations of at-risk whale species that are 
currently threatened by over-exposure to anthropogenic noise, including vessel URN. Most 
notable of these is the Southern Resident Killer Whale whose critical habitat is in the Salish 
Sea, an area that overlaps with the busy shipping lanes to and from the Port of 
Vancouver.  This presentation will give background on the issue of URN in general and in 
Canada specifically; an overview of previous initiatives and standards issued by the IMO and 
others; ongoing work being supported by Transport Canada, and future plans and projects 
to mitigate the effect of ships on marine mammals both at home in Canada and 
internationally 

 Moderator:  Rienk Terweij, Senior Naval Architect, VARD Marine Inc. 

 Presenter:  Tabitha Takeda, Chief, Marine RD&D, Innovation Centre, Transport Canada 
 

13:40-14:25  Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i.  Panel:  A Career for Life: Transitioning Young Professionals and Succession 

Planning (Room 118 A) 
 In the last decade, the Canadian maritime sector has seen many companies with a new 

footprint in the market, while many others have tripled in size.  Meanwhile the task of 
designing, constructing, maintaining, supporting and operating commercial, naval and 
government vessels is more complex requiring an ever-broadening of competencies.   

 

 Naval architecture and marine engineering bespoke programs are available at a limited 
number of colleges or universities.  After decades of relative quiet, the requirement for 
experienced teams in the Canadian and global maritime sectors has outpaced the ability of 
these traditional marine programs to produce the numbers needed.  Although we been 
able to recruit seasoned professionals from other nations and recruit graduates from the 
aerospace or automotive sectors, we now need to transition, in even larger numbers, 
candidates from these non-traditional maritime programs and experiences.  Additionally, 
the need exists for effective succession planning strategies to arm these staffs with the 
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skills, experiences and professional networks to lead ever more complex, complicated and 
highly technical projects and programs.   

 

 This panel will offer industry, government, academia and professional society leadership 
perspectives on the experience and lessons learned to recruit and retain people for the 
increasingly complex task of designing, building and supporting ships.   

 Moderator:  Angelique Davis, Naval Architect, VARD Marine Inc. 

 Panellists: 
 Andy Smith, Deputy Commissioner, Strategy and Shipbuilding, Canadian Coast Guard 

 Tim McCoy, Professor of Practice Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, University 
of Michigan 

 Suzanne Beckstoffer, President, Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers 
(SNAME) 

 Dan Ross, Complex Project Management, Telfer School of Management 
 

ii. Design, Construction, and In-service Performance of an Ice-Capable Pilot Boat 
(Theatre Hall 110) 

 Cold-climate ship operation is of significant and growing interest to the international 
maritime community, and is particularly relevant to an Arctic-bordering country like Canada. 
One of the necessary support vessels for establishing a long-term operational presence in 
these waters is an ice-capable pilot boat.  This presentation will highlight the various 
aspects of pilot boat design and construction that must be modified from conventional 
practice to support use in ice-laden waters.  It will include discussion about both ship and 
propeller ice-strengthening, and provide operator feedback on expected and realized 
functional capabilities. 

 Moderator:  Alan Lenarduzzi, Marine Engineering Consultant, SeaTyme Marine 

Presenters: 
 Donald MacPherson, Technical Director, HydroComp, Inc. 

 Rory Macdonald, President, Lengkeek Vessel Engineering 
 

iii. Abrasion Resistant Coatings for Ice Class Vessels (Theatre Hall 201) 
  Vessels that operate in Arctic trading routes require special anticorrosive coatings 

that can resist the abrasion and impact effects of ice.  This presentation discusses 
the challenges of this service and the properties that are required of a coating 
system to provide good performance, as well as providing case histories. 
Moderator:  Sandy Thomson, Innovator, Thomson-Gordon Group  
Presenter:  Mike Winter, Technical Manager-Americas, Marine and Protective Coatings, 
International Paint LLC 

 

14:30-15:15 Concurrent Technical Sessions 
i. Continuing panel:  A Career for Life: Transitioning Young Professionals and 

Succession Planning (Room 118 A) -  Please see above. 
 

ii. Performance Deterioration of Marine Diesel Engines (Theatre Hall 110) 
 Ever tightening emissions legislation requires reduced tolerances and high injection 

pressures within common rail diesel engines.  Drawing on experience from the automotive 
industry, this presentation will examine how performance of these engines deteriorates 
over time with the use of Marine Gas Oil and how these impacts can be mitigated.  

 Moderator:  Craig Tulk, Deputy Detail Design Manager JSS, Alion Canada  
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 Presenter:  Michael Banning, Technical Co-ordinator – Marine Fuel Specialties, Innospec 
Fuel Specialties 

 

iii. EVM: Go Beyond the Numbers (Theatre Hall 201) 
 Earned Value Management (EVM) is a project management technique used by the 

Canadian government to provide project control oversight of National Shipbuilding Strategy, 
a long-term program to renew Canada’s fleet of combat and non-combat vessels.  This 
technique is used for measuring project performance and progress to enable early forecasts 
of project performance problems or project management issues.  This presentation will 
explain the fundamental concepts of EVM, interpretation of scenarios inspired from real life 
data and how EVM can provide insight into other project management practices.  

 Moderator:  Jonathan Patterson, Chief Operating Officer, Pennant Canada  
 Presenter:  Jonathan Shriqui, Senior Project Control Specialist - EVM, Department of 

National Defence 
 

15:15  Exhibition Hall Closes 
 

15:20-16:15  Closing Plenary:  Harnessing the Seas for Innovation and Prosperity (Room 118 A) 
 Canada has a long history of oceans innovation throughout each industrial revolution, from the 

hydrofoil to the Navy’s beartrap, from flash freezing fish filets, to operating the world’s largest 
oil platform.  The digital transformation propelling the fourth industrial revolution is having a 
profound impact on the ocean’s economies and has the potential to propel Canadian know- 
how around the world.  John Weigelt, National Technology Officer, Microsoft Canada, will 
examine the technologies powering digital transformation, discuss the impact these 
technologies are having on our current frame  

 of reference and explore how the ocean’s economies are harnessing these capabilities for 
opportunity. 

 Presenter:  John Weigelt, National Technology Officer, Microsoft Canada 
 

16:15-16:30 Closing Remarks and 2020 Halifax Announcement 
 

16:30-18:00  Young Professionals Reception:   
 It’s not quite anchors aweigh following the closing bell!   In appreciation of your 

participation as industry and government leaders, sponsors, exhibitors, presenters  
and participants, our Young Professionals would like to meet you and extend their 
personal thanks for your support and strengthening of relations in the Canadian 
marine technical community.   

 Please help us to make “The best “ships” relationships!” 
 Sponsored by: 

  


